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October
Dear Parents,

It’s October! We are starting to feel a little bit of cool breeze
outside. Autumn is going to fall this month! Were leaves are
falling and turns into colors like red, orange, yellow, purple and,
brown! We are going to have an exciting event to be done this
month! It will be the Halloween Parade on 22nd. Kids are going
to be busy as they practice their songs, poems and, dance.
Apple class are so excited to wear their favorite costumes and
trick or treating. I can’t wait to see them!

We will study the different kinds of feelings and some simple
opposite words (Antonyms). We will continue our lessons on
Phonics and Numbers. Kids are starting to remember some of
the letters sound little by little. We’re going to make crafts that
are related to Halloween.

Ms. Ange
Ms. Ayako
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Reminders
1st - No Class

22nd - Halloween Parade



Curriculum for September
Alphabets:

Each week we will going to learn new letters.
This month will be the letters P,Q,R.

Vocabularies
Pen Quail Rainbow Sun
Paint Quilt Rocket Scissors
Penguin Queen Rain Spider
Peanut Question Mark Ring Socks
Pineapple Road Snake
Pillow Rice Soap
Pig Rabbit Snail
Pizza Ribbon Seal

Squid
Ship

My things at
school words:
Bag Book
Scissors Crayons
Glue Marker
Paper Pencil
Pen Ruler
Eraser Notebook
Pencil Sharpener

Feelings:
Happy
Sad
Mad/Angry
Scared
Hungry
Tired
Thirsty
Sleepy

Toys:
a ball
A jump rope
A yo-yo
A bicycle
A train
A car
A doll
A teddy bear

Farm Animals:
Dog Cat
Bird Cow
Rabbit Duck
Pig Horse
Goat Sheep
Donkey Chicken

Opposite
Words:
Open - Close
Fast - Slow
First - Last
Dirty - Clean
New - Old



Numbers

Counting from 1-50, Writing numbers 26-40

Language

What is it? It’s a _____. (Asking about objects)
Is it a (color) (Object)? (Asking and answering colored objects)

How many ______? ( Counting and identifying singular and plural Items)
What does he/she have? He/she has __________.

Song and poem for October

This is my favorite Pumpkin

This is my favorite pumpkin (4x)
It has one scary nose ( 1 nose)

Two scary eyes (1, 2)
Three scary teeth (1,2,3)
Scary, scary, Ahhhhhhh..

This is my favorite pumpkin (4x)
My pumpkin can jump (jump, jump!)

My pumpkin can dance (dance, dance)
My pumpkin can spin (Spin, spin)

Scary, scary, ahhhhhhh..

The Five little Pumpkins
(Poem)

The five little pumpkins,
Sitting on a tree,

The first one said, “Oh no! It’s getting
late!”

The second one said, “There are
witches in the sky!”

The third one said, “But we don’t
care.”

The fourth one said, “ Let’s turn and
run!”

The fifth one said, “It’s Halloween fun!”
“Oooooo”, went the wind.
And out went the lights.

And the five little pumpkins rolled out
sight.


